Reshape IT
Empower your people,
teams and organisation

Microsoft Cloud with Bytes
The world has changed. Organisations and
their people are working differently.
It’s time to reshape IT.
Empower your people to be productive and feel connected wherever they work. Utilise
the power of the Microsoft cloud to drive your business transformation.
Bytes can support your journey to a modern workplace with Microsoft 365 and cloud
transformation with Microsoft Azure. Helping you to transform with confidence. You
will receive specialist guidance from our solution experts. Plus, get easy access to
best-in-class productivity and collaboration apps, and experience intelligent cloud
services, and powerful device management and security – each uniquely designed to
support today’s new way of working.

Our support is straight forward.
Your opportunities are endless.

Six ways we can help your organisation Reshape IT
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Cloud Adoption

Accelerate your journey to the cloud, and take advantage of Microsoft
Azure’s endless capabilities to refine and optimize your workloads
How Bytes can help

Related products:

 rovide useful insights into the fundamental and key capabilities of
P
Microsoft Azure

A
 zure Compute

Understand the key cost and commercial considerations when migrating
from infrastructure to native cloud services

A
 zure Databases

 overnance, management and best practice advice for refining and
G
optimising your workloads in the cloud
Using native cloud technologies and approaches

A
 zure Storage
A
 zure DevOps
A
 zure Containers
A
 zure Sentinel

Data Analytics

Form actionable business insights by collecting, cleansing, refining
and analysing disparate data using the power of Microsoft Azure
How Bytes can help

Related products:

Discover adoption strategies and roadmaps for Azure data analytics

Azure Data Factory

 nderstand how to ingest multiple types of data from internal and external
U
sources into your analytical tools

Azure Data Lakes

 tilise the strategic benefits of Azure based data analytics and insights to
U
transform your data and drive better business decisions and outcomes

Azure Synapse Analytics

 resenting your data insights and findings to a diverse range of data
P
consumers

Azure Databricks
Azure Analysis Services
Power BI

Governance & Security

Enable secure working by implementing the best security solutions to
protect your Azure, Microsoft 365 and Dynamics 365 workloads
How Bytes can help
 ow to set up, configure and manage a well architected and secure
H
Microsoft cloud infrastructure
Discover the best security practices covering roles and access control,
identity and access management, and endpoint protection for a secure and
compliant end-user experience
Effectively utilise the Microsoft Security and Compliance Centers
 everage Azure Sentinel for an intelligent security and event management
L
solution
I

Related products:
Azure Active Directory
Microsoft Defender ATP
Microsoft Threat Protection
Microsoft Cloud App Security
Azure Security Centre
Azure Sentinel

Teamwork & Productivity

Achieve more with Microsoft’s diverse toolkit of apps and services. Giving
individuals and teams flexibility to create, collaborate and communicate
How Bytes can help
 xpert insight into best practises whilst using Microsoft 365 services,
E
including OneDrive, SharePoint and Teams, for individual productivity and
team collaboration
 nderstanding the Microsoft telephony solution within Teams, as well as
U
how to connect, collaborate and communicate easily using a single Unified
Comms app for calls, chats and meetings
Support and advice on successful adoption and utilisation of M365 across
your organisation

I

Related products:
Microsoft 365
OneDrive
SharePoint
Microsoft Teams
Yammer
Cloud Telephony

Remote & Flexible Working

Rapidly deploy scenarios to empower employees to stay connected,
while enabling IT to maintain security and control.
How Bytes can help

Related products:

 xpert insight into virtual desktop solutions in Microsoft cloud with native and
E
third party apps, including Citrix

Azure Active Directory

Guidance on selection and management of devices to suit varying user
personas and remote working environments

Conditional Access

 iscover how to secure identity from anywhere, across applications and
D
endpoints ensuring protection and governance for all information on any device
 nderstand what is being used to optimise your investment in IT, ensuring an
U
optimal end user experience

MFA
Windows Autopilot
Windows Virtual Desktop
Surface Devices

Business Automation

Transform business process with Microsoft. Automate workflows,
enable business logic to simplify app building and model processes
across connected data sources.
How Bytes can help

Related products:

 iscover how to boost business productivity using Power Automate to create automated
D
workflows between apps and services

Power Automate

Increase efficiency and reduce costs by streamlining repetitive tasks using Robotic
Process Automation

Power BI

 uidance on how to quickly and securely deploy, build and share low-code apps across
G
your organisation using Power Apps
Discover how to turn data into opportunity with Power BI data visualisation tools

Power Apps

Starting your journey
Discover how Bytes and Microsoft Cloud can
help you to reshape your IT with our one-day
workshops and hands-on sessions
Velocity Workshop

Masterclass Session

A walk through and demonstration of the
key solution features and delivery of a
high-level adoption roadmap. We take into
account implementation considerations
from a technical, organisational and
commercial perspective.

A hands-on practical deep dive into the
chosen solution area under the guidance
of our technical architect specialists, with
the opportunity to implement and test the
product features within a “sandbox”, spun-up
within the target environment.

Duration: One Day

Duration: One Day

Deployment & Management
Ready to get started? Bytes can support your organisation
by quickly deploying your chosen solution and providing
ongoing management to meet your unique needs
Quick Start & Scale Up

Managed Service

A professional services engagement
to rapidly set up, prove and test the
technology within your organisation’s cloud
environment for successful adoption.
This can then be scaled out to meet the
production needs of the business.

On-going technical services to monitor and
manage cloud environments. This covers
spinning up new services, remediation of all
performance or security issues and end-oflife decommissioning. We also provide expert
commercial support for cloud ‘right-sizing’
and overall buying strategy optimisation.

Duration: 2-5 Days + Scale

Duration: On-going

Key Microsoft Services from Bytes
Discover how to maximise your Microsoft
Cloud opportunities with our most popular services
Microsoft WVD

FastTrack

Quantum

Get started with WVD
using our Quick Start
service. Receive
evaluation, deployment
and configuration support,
enabling users to work
remotely from any device.

A service designed to help
you make a smooth transition
to Microsoft 365. Receive a
full suite of tools, resources
and remote assistance from
Bytes specialists for the life
of your subscription.

Revolutionise your
management of Microsoft
365 and Azure with Bytes
Quantum services. Enable
unrivalled visibility across
your desktop estate,
backup and cloud services.

For more services visit www.bytes.co.uk/reshape-it

Bytes are the leading Microsoft services
and solutions provider. We’re eager to help
you on your journey to reshape your IT. Please
reach out to start your transformation today!
Visit www.bytes.co.uk/reshape-it
Call us on 01372 418 500
Email us at tellmemore@bytes.co.uk

